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“Rollercoaster ” is a comprehensive memoir-chronicle and guide to up-to-the-minute scientific
research, meds and where to get help. It shows how Nancy Fox and her husband Woody
Weingarten coped with breast cancer, its treatments and its aftermath — and how you can as
well.Almost 250,000 new breast cancer cases are diagnosed annually. Male caregivers
(husbands, boyfriends, fathers, sons and brothers) typically become a forgotten part of the
equation. Yet they, too, need support. “Rollercoaster” can help provide it.Weingarten, a prize-
winning journalist pro for 50 years, has led a male partners’ group for two decades. Though he
became an expert reluctantly, he now unflinchingly shares what he’s learned.

From the AuthorA Must-ReadThis book is written with humor, humanity and great insight. It's
way overdo and a must-read for all those who love someone experiencing the traumas of breast
cancer.-- RoyAnne Florence, Sonoma, CaliforniaThankfully our guide in this sadly familiar
odyssey is an accomplished journalist. The reader is coaxed, buoyed, confounded, frightened,
charmed and ultimately imbued with a sense of direction. Glance at any page at random and you
will stumble on a helpful thought, a gem, even a tonic for the perplexed male caregiver.-- Marc
Machbitz, Honolulu, HawaiiLike a lot of men, my attitude toward life challenges has always been
to address things head on and find a "fix." When my mother-in-law had aggressive cancer, my
first stop was WebMD and Wikipedia, but ultimately neither of these gave any sort of real context
or understanding of what my role could be. This book gives well-needed context and support for
men dealing with these "unfixable" life challenges for the first time.-- Robert Huebner,
Melbourne, AustraliaWoody Weingarten's book is a love story that can benefit thousands of
other men. It is about conquering the travails of a loved one's fight against a dread disease. It is a
story of life, not just for the cancer survivor but for the forgotten person in the struggle, the
partner of the survivor.-- Gary Price, San Rafael, CaliforniaFantastic, sad, funny. Absolutely a joy
to read.-- Frances French, Armonk, New YorkWoody Weingarten is right. My wife's journey, our
journey, after her breast cancer diagnosis has been like a rollercoaster -- fear, uncertainty and
disorientation. But our ride has been made immeasurably easier by him having placed himself --
with his book in his own voice -- in the seat right next to us. His teachings show us we can
overcome our fears, retain our hopes, and know our path has been illuminated by those who
have faced similar challenges before us. His book is like a warm hand, reaching out to us, to our
hearts, letting us know that we are not alone in our battle. Thank you, Woody, for your courage,
strength and care, for telling us your story with the compassion and experience of a teacher,
friend and survivor.-- Stan Cohn, Kentfield, California; member, Marin Man to Man support
groupWeaving between the battle his wife fought against breast cancer and their deeply
romantic relationship as her treatment evolved, Weingarten paints a profound and fascinating



story. The couple's effort is meaningful to us all, and provides the reader with real ways through
the challenges. The author's writing is bold, his message intense and educational. Although the
thrust of "Rollercoaster" is unusual in that the focus is on the partner rather than the patient, it
should be of immeasurable benefit to both partners in a relationship.-- Ivan Silverberg, M.D.,
oncologist, Laguna Honda Hospital, San Francisco, CaliforniaI've finished reading
"Rollercoaster" and was impressed, moved and inspired. The book would be a gift for any male
caregiver whose partner is dealing with breast cancer or any life-threatening disease. The
author's relationship with his wife and the manner in which they dealt with her cancer are
extraordinary, as is his ability to chronicle the experience. That's quite a parlay, and I think the
result is a love story that has a great deal to say, not only to male caregivers but to anyone, male
or female, who is a partner in a significant, intimate relationship.-- Neil Levy, Sacramento,
CaliforniaThis book is a must-read for anyone affected directly or indirectly by breast cancer.The
author not only immerses the reader in the devastating impact of this all too common affliction
and its treatment on his wife, but also in the emotional rollercoaster of his experience and of the
other male partners of cancer patients in his men's group, a not often presented narrative. His
superb writing skills lead us along the path of initial discovery, diagnosis, therapeutic and
reconstructive surgery, chemotherapy and irradiation to emotional and physical rehabilitation. He
also supplies a thoughtful, well-documented and informative discussion of the various treatment
options and the supports available to patients, partners and loved ones. As a physician involved
for 40 years in both the medical and emotional aspects of cancer treatment, I give
"Rollercoaster" my most enthusiastic recommendation.-- Kenneth G. Lerner, M.D., psychiatrist,
Veterans Administration Medical Center, Manchester, New Hampshire; staff physician, British
Columbia Cancer Agency, Vancouver, B.C.From the Back Cover"Glance at any page at random
and you will stumble on a helpful thought, a gem, even a tonic for the perplexed male
caregiver." -- Marc Machbitz, Honolulu, HawaiiAbout the AuthorWoody Weingarten can’t
remember a time when he couldn’t talk — or play with words. His first poem was published in
high school, but when his hormones announced that adulthood had arrived, he decided he’d
rather eat than create rhymes (or even blank verse). So he switched to journalism And whadda
ya know, the bearded, bespectacled guy has used big, small and hyphenated words
professionally since jumpstarting his career in New Yawk City almost 60 years ago. Today he’s
an author, columnist, reviewer-critic and blogger — despite allegedly being retired. During his
better-paid years as a wage slave, he was an executive editor and writer for daily and weekly
publications in California, Florida, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York for more than five
decades. He won writing awards for public service and investigative pieces, features, columns,
editorials and news. In collaboration with his wife Nancy Fox, who’s now been free of breast
cancer for 20 years, he’s completed an original musical revue, “Touching Up the Gray,” which is
still in need of a producer. Woody, whose previous wife died when her breast cancer spread to
vital organs, also has published weekly and monthly newspapers, and written a national column
for “Audio” magazine. A graduate of Colgate University, he owned a public relations/ad agency,



directed a congressional primary campaign, served as media liaison for a psychiatric hospital,
managed an advertising publication, and worked as a legislative aide. The father of two and
grandfather of three, he’s lived in San Anselmo, California, for 28 years. He figures he’ll stay. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Bernie Krause, “An important book. “Rollercoaster” is a fine piece of work — heartfelt,
compassionate, loving, articulate, well-crafted and certainly insightful, even for those who
haven’t personally had to endure the kinds of issues it evokes. I got it about a week ago, and
read it cover-to-cover over the past several days. It deserves attention.Bernie Krause, author of
“The Great Animal Orchestra,” Glen Ellen, California”

Black Blender, “Five Stars. Terrific book on a neglected subject, and a great read”

Pat, “Provides Deep Understanding. I got a lot of new understanding of someone and their family
going through this cancer and in some ways any kind of life threatening cancer. Reading the
book gave me a true deep feeling about what that experience is.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Not just about survival. This moving account of a man facing his wife’s
cancer is aptly named. While everyone over a certain age must know someone who has had to
face cancer and therefore aware of the nature of the ups and downs of the ordeal, the author’s
details bring home the pain and worry a couple faces. I was particularly interested in the back-
and-forths of the research on cancer and its treatment, adding to the consternation of decision
making.A strong case is made for support groups and the appendix includes resources for men
whose wives are in various stages of treatment for cancer. Details on the major drugs and
treatment and their advocates as well as naysayers are provided including reversals of opinions,
which seem to make the medical profession look fickle. I fear it is the challenging nature of
cancer. There is an excellent PBS specialwhich tracks progress on a cure for cancer, sought as
if there were a single cure. Google, Cancer- Emperor of all Maladies. Over time it became
understood that cancer is not one disease, but many as cures were discovered which worked on
a limited number of cancers and patients. Perhaps our DNA mapping will help future physicians
select from a variety of treatments.I enjoyed the read with the exception of the number and
length of similes in some sections, which detracted from the narrative. They seemed less about
elucidating the content than displaying the cleverness of the author.There are a few bits of great
writing by the author’s wife, Nance.You don’t have to be in the author’s situation to appreciate
Rollercoaster.”

Pamela King, “A story of emotive ups and downs. Rollercoaster is an intimate, very personal and
frank story about a woman suffering breast cancer from the viewpoint of her care giver, her
husband. I should point out that this is not a ‘poor me’ story by her husband. It is about the love
for a partner and sharing of their suffering. It is indeed a both a physical and emotional
rollercoaster ride from beginning to end; written with understanding, caring, honesty, knowledge
and humour.The care giver spouse is often forgotten and attitudes to expression of their
suffering can be seen as selfish. After all they are not the ones whose life is threatened. What



Weingarten reminds us is that they are expected to be the strong support for their loved one. No,
they are not going through the pain and uncertainty but they are going through the anguish of
seeing a loved one suffer. ‘Rollercoaster’ helps us understand that. It also helps women suffering
from cancer to understand what their partner is experiencing. Support is needed for both
partners, by both partners.Woody and his wife are an exceptional couple, very much in love and,
at most times, during the ordeal they shared with her breast cancer unselfish.The author not
only chronicles the ups and downs of their relationship but also aspects of and alternatives for
treatment and available support programs for both men and women.In addition to his own
emotive ups and downs he sensitively records those of his of his beloved wife also.Rollercoaster
is not just for partners of people suffering from breast cancer; it’s advice on dealing with the
suffering of a loved one applies to any life-threatening condition.”

Mookie, “Rollercoaster is a more than a guide for men, it is an intimately told love story. This is a
story that counts! If it were just the adventure of the romance between husband and wife that
were meant to be, that would be enough. If it were just the personal story of the specifics of living
through breast cancer, it would be enough. If it were just the information people need to know
about options, it would be enough. And, if it were just the advice man to man on how to see
wives and partners through the miserable unasked for challenge of breast cancer, it would be
enough. But, Rollercoaster is all of this and more. Here we have an offering of enormous
generosity as we accompany Woody through a variety of intimate details he faced as he and his
wive learned how to survived breast cancer. He talks about some of the things men and women,
in the first numbing dread of diagnosis, do not think to ask. This book is a teaching on love, trust,
patience, and the real meaning of "in sickness and in health." Although this book is written to
advise men, there is no one who cannot learn how to be a powerful support to anyone going
through the emotional and medical processes of breast cancer with its lessons on how listen, to
plan for a positive future even in the midst of a negative present. Truth be told, it is worth reading
for the insights even if no one in your life has cancer because it is filled with very smart clues
about how a man can be the best possible husband or partner.”

The book by Woody Weingarten has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 20 people have provided feedback.
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